‘They tell me they were in fashion last year’: Samuel and Elizabeth Jeake and clothing fashions
in late seventeenth-century London and Rye.
This article examines high fashion culture in late seventeenth-century London and Rye, focusing on
the ways that Rye merchant, Samuel Jeake (1652-1699), and his wife, Elizabeth (1667-1736), engaged
with the London fashion market at a time when the transmission of fashion styles was still primarily
by word of mouth. As we shall see, both Samuel and Elizabeth were intensely concerned to appear
fashionable in provincial Rye. Correspondence between Samuel and Elizabeth and their London
relatives shows how fashion information was being communicated between London and Rye and the
speed with which clothing fashions changed in the capital. The discussion of Samuel and Elizabeth’s
engagement with fashion is framed by an analysis of contemporary satirical literature which takes the
supposed obsession of the English with fashion as its theme.
KEYWORDS: Samuel Jeake, Elizabeth Jeake, Rye, Sussex, seventeenth-century clothing,
seventeenth-century shopping, seventeenth-century fashion, seventeenth-century London, gender and
consumption.
INTRODUCTION
In his Academy of Armory of 1688 Randle Holme described the fashions of English men:
The ancient habit used by them was a loose garment called a cloak, which they cast over their other
clothes, which is breeches, doublet, hose, shoes, which are as variable in their changes as is the
moon; in which respect we are termed the French men’s apes, imitating them in all their fantastic
devised fashions of garbs so that now the comely cloak, altogether used in the beginning of my time, is
now scarce used but by old and grave persons and in place thereof come jumps,1 jackets, wide-bodied
coats with sleeves, they according to the fashions being the only dress of English men so that now the
saying falls true, he that will describe an English man must draw him naked with a pair of tailor’s
shears in one hand and a piece of cloth on his arm.2
The supposed fickleness of the English in choosing their clothes was a well-worn theme. 3 As early as
1542 Andrew Boorde had satirized the Englishman’s obsession with fashion by depicting him naked
with a pair of shears in his hand because he could not decide what to wear: ‘For now I will wear this
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and now I will wear that/ Now I will wear I cannot tell what/ All new fashions be pleasant to me’. 4
In 1683 the anonymous author of England’s Vanity complained that ‘no colour, form or fashion long
contents them. One while we imitate the Spaniard, another while the French, one while the Italian,
another while the Dutch. Every nation is a several pattern for us.’ 5 Some thought this fickleness had
a physiological basis: as an island race, the English were believed to be especially susceptible to the
waxing and waning of the moon and the ebb and flow of the tides. 6 In other words, mutability was in
their blood.
THE NAKED ENGLISHMAN
So let us now meet our naked Englishman. Here is Samuel Jeake, aged 19, in his own words:
My stature was short, viz the same that was noted July 4 1670 [i.e. 5ft 4.6 in.] My complexion
melancholy, my face pale and lean, forehead high, eyes grey, nose large, teeth bad and distorted,
number 28 [i.e. 28 teeth], hair of a sad brown and curling about this age and until after 20 had a
great quantity of it but from thence it decayed and grew thin. My voice grew hoarse after I had the
smallpox. My body was always lean, my hands and feet small.7
Samuel Jeake the younger was born in Rye in 1652. His mother, Frances (b.1630), died of smallpox
in 1654, a week after giving birth to Jeake’s sister, Frances, born alive but dead the same day. His
younger brother, Thomas, born in 1653, died in 1656. Thereafter he lived alone with his father,
Samuel Jeake the elder (1623-1690), a prominent Rye nonconformist, town clerk and lawyer, until
1680 when both men moved into the house of his future mother-in-law, Barbara Hartshorne (16301708) and fiancée, Elizabeth (1667-1736).8 Jeake the younger died on 22 November 1699, survived
by his wife and three children, Elizabeth (b. 1694), Barbara (b. 1695) and Samuel (b. 1697). A fourth
child, Francis, was born five months after his death. 9 His widow Elizabeth married Rye gentleman,
Joseph Tucker, in 1703 and went on to have a further two children, Philadelphia and Joseph. 10
Rye, at the easternmost edge of Sussex about 75 miles from London, had been a port of national
significance in the sixteenth century with a population in 1565 of about 4000. However, in the late
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sixteenth century it entered a period of prolonged economic decline caused by the silting up of its
harbour and the loss of a significant portion of its mercantile trade to London. Its population had
halved by 1600 and although its economy had stabilised by the 1660s it never recovered its preeminence as a port. Modestly prosperous in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries with a
handful of extremely affluent merchants its status was that of a minor port and market town rather
than an urban centre and it was not to experience the so-called urban renaissance identified by Peter
Borsay in a number of other provincial towns during this period. 11
To the extent that Jeake is known at all, it is through his astrological diary, which was edited by
Michael Hunter and Annabel Gregory and published in 1988. 12 Jeake records that he ‘began first to
set down memorandums of my life in a diary’ on 18 July 1666 but the diary was in fact compiled
from disparate sources (his ‘memorandums’) at a specific time, between 12 July and 19 November
1694. As Hunter described in the introduction, the diary is a ‘conscious artefact’: he clearly intended
it to be read by others and, in the sense that it was written retrospectively over a relatively short period
of time, it is perhaps closer to an autobiography in intent. In addition to the diary there is also an
extensive collection of manuscript material associated with Jeake and his circle, including business
and personal correspondence, a single business ledger and a set of Jeake’s personal expenditure
accounts.13
One of Jeake’s main motives in compiling the diary was to subject the events of his life to astrological
analysis, which he saw as entirely compatible with a strongly providential worldview. 14 The diary
also details Jeake’s extensive reading, his frequent illnesses and their treatment, his activities as a
merchant and, to a lesser extent, aspects of his family and social life. The correspondence is
predominantly about Jeake’s business interests but many of the letters also contain references to
current affairs, family matters and shopping requests. It is in the letters that the Jeakes’ interest in
fashion is primarily revealed.
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Like his father and his business partner, Thomas Miller, Jeake was a nonconformist, enduring
intermittent periods of persecution in the late 1670s and 1680s which disturbed his family life and
damaged his business interests. It is not clear what congregation the Rye nonconformists belonged to;
most likely they were Independents although as John Spurr has shown it can be difficult to demarcate
one nonconformist group from another.15 Whatever were the precise complexion of Jeake’s religious
beliefs they clearly did not interfere with his business interests or, indeed, with his material concerns
as expressed in his diary and in his letters. Hunter notes that religion is not a particularly prominent
theme in the diary which has ‘an overwhelmingly worldly air’.16 Moreover, whilst providence is
constantly invoked in the diary it is invariably benevolent and Jeake appears to have seen little
conflict between his worldly self-interest and God’s purpose for him. 17
Jeake’s complex business interests are explored by Hunter and revealed in his diary and
correspondence; they are described only in summary here. Financed by his father, Jeake entered into
trade in 1674 in partnership with his friend, the established merchant, Thomas Miller, who was eight
years his senior, initially importing coarse linens from northern France. 18 When French imports were
banned in 167819 Jeake had to find other commodities to trade in; in 1680 he began dealing in wool,
which he bought from producers in East Sussex and Kent and exported to other English ports. He
also began to lend money out at interest, either by bond or mortgage, and to negotiate bills of
exchange. In the mid-1680s Jeake’s trading and exchanging activities were seriously disrupted by
religious persecution which obliged him to absent himself from Rye for extended periods of time.
However, by 1686 he was trading again; in addition to importing linen and exporting wool, he was
also dealing in hops, which he exported to London and to the West Country. The outbreak of the
Nine Years War in 1689 once more disrupted Jeake’s business activities and the following years saw
him looking around for new investment opportunities. In 1694 he invested in new government
schemes for raising war funds, buying ten tickets in the Million Adventure and becoming one of the
first subscribers to the newly-established Bank of England. 20
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Whilst Jeake’s business career may have been turbulent, it did bring him considerable financial
rewards. What really set Jeake up as a man of substance, however, was the £1000 marriage portion he
received in 1681, along with his mother-in-law’s house.21 Although wealthy enough to form part of
the Rye urban elite Jeake’s nonconformity meant that his membership of that group was not a
conventional one. Until the Toleration Act of 1689 he was denied the rights of a freeman to which his
birth should have entitled him and so he could have no formal role in the town’s government. But he
seems to have had little interest in civic government in any case; he rarely attended the town’s
assembly after his election as freeman in 1690 and in 1694 he paid the corporation £60 on condition
that he was excused future office-holding.22 However, both Jeake and his wife participated in
conspicuous and fashionable consumption – in the clothes they wore, the exotic foods they bought
and the household objects they surrounded themselves with – something which has been seen as an
identifying characteristic of the urban gentry. 23 They were also both highly educated. Under his
father’s supervision Jeake learned (amongst other subjects) Latin, Greek and Hebrew, natural
philosophy, mathematics and geometry, cosmography, astronomy and astrology, poetry and history. 24
Less is known about Elizabeth’s education. The daughter of Rye schoolmaster Richard Hartshorne
(1628-1680), she was sufficiently competent in Latin to instruct their daughter Elizabeth (Betty)
during one of Jeake’s prolonged absences in London. 25
‘THE CHIEFEST EMPORIUM OR TOWN OF TRADE IN THE WORLD’ 26
With a population in 1700 of about half a million, London was the largest urban centre in Europe
controlling about three-quarters of English foreign trade and occupying a central position in a global
trading system that extended across Europe to Asia and the Americas. It was also the largest
manufacturing centre in the country, rivalling Paris and Amsterdam in the range and quality of its
products. Its size and the wealth of many of its inhabitants – including the landed gentry who were
spending an increasing amount of their time there – created a ready pool of consumers, encouraging
innovation in product design, manufacture and sales practice. London, then, represented ‘the largest
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and most concentrated market for cultural goods in the nation’. Not only did it offer the consumer
unparalleled choice, its prestige meant that goods bought there had an enhanced social value. 27
With such an extensive range of products on offer it is no surprise that London also had an unrivalled
selection of shops. Cheapside had been the centre for luxury and fashionable goods since the fifteenth
century, its eastern end dominated by textile dealers, members of the Mercers’ Company which had
its hall there. By the 1660s there were silkmen on both sides of the street, as well as dealers in luxury
accessories such as lace and stockings and new commodities such as coffee and tobacco. 28
Immediately to the east of Cheapside on Cornhill was one of London’s most elite shopping centres,
the Royal (or ‘Old’) Exchange, which had reopened in 1671 having been partly destroyed during the
Great Fire. Here small shops known as pawns sold a range of high-end goods including textiles,
accessories, haberdashery, perfume and jewellery. A substantial proportion of the customers were
women but men shopped there too and as Claire Walsh has shown mingling with polite society and
being ‘seen’ were as much a draw to visitors as the luxury products on display. Rivals to the Royal
Exchange were the New Exchange built in 1609 and the Exeter Exchange built in 1676 both located
in the Strand of the edge of the developing West End.29
London was the undisputed fashion capital of England but, as many satirical and moralistic authors
were keen to point out, its fashions were seldom home-grown. The preference of the English for the
fashions of other nations has already been noted. According to the author of England’s Vanity ‘in
wearing Dutch hats with French feathers, French doublets with collars after the custom of Spain,
Turkish coats, Spanish hose, Italian cloaks and Valencian rapiers’ the English man had ‘likewise
stolen the vices and excesses of those countries’. The taste for foreign fashion undermined the
nation’s moral strength by corrupting its wearers; moreover, it damaged the nation’s economic
strength because men and women eschewed the products of its native industries in favour of those of
its European rivals.30
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However, whilst the pan-Europeanism of contemporary fashion may have been roundly condemned, it
was the nation’s slavish devotion to all things French that attracted more ire. 31 London’s fashions
were driven by France. As the anonymous author of A Satire against the French noted, ‘All the
fantastic arts of dress we know/ Did first from France, that impure fountain, flow’. 32 Those who could
afford to went to Paris for their clothes but there were also French tailors in London and French shops
selling exclusive millinery and haberdashery items such as fans and lace. 33 Such was the nation’s
obsession with French fashion that French shopkeepers invented ‘French’ styles to satisfy their
customers’ insatiable demands: in his Tyrannus, or The Mode in a Discourse of Sumptuary Laws of
1661 John Evelyn claimed that he knew a French woman who had told him that ‘the English did so
torment her for the mode, still doubting that she brought them not over the newest edition of it, that
she used monthly to devise us new fancies of her own head, which were never worn in France, to
pacify her customers’.34 The influence of French fashion on English clothing was reflected in the
increasing use of French vocabulary, satirised in the Fop’s Dictionary of 1690 which provided ‘an
alphabetical catalogue of the hard and foreign names and terms of the art cosmetic &c together with
their interpretations for instruction of the unlearned’. 35
Although London was the nation’s fashion information hub, dissemination was still primarily through
direct observation and by word of mouth rather than through print or other media. By the 1670s
French ‘fashion’ plates were circulating in London but their role in disseminating fashion information
is unclear.36 There was no equivalent to France’s monthly fashion periodical, the Nouveau Mercure
Galant, first published in 1677, and other types of printed material which addressed contemporary
fashions were less concerned with informing its readers about what to wear as with satirising its
excesses.37 It has been suggested that the pair of fashionably-dressed dolls known as ‘Lord and Lady
Clapham’ now in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London and dating from c.1690-1700 may be
early examples of the fashion dolls or ‘Pandoras’ that became common in the eighteenth century. 38
However, even if they were, their impact would have been limited by their rarity and costliness. If
you did not live in London or were unable to visit the capital regularly staying abreast of fashion
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required good London connections – friends or relatives either permanently or temporarily resident
there – and a reliable London tailor. You also needed the means to purchase new items on an annual
or seasonal basis.
QUARTER PAGE: FIGURE 1. Young man in fashionable winter clothes, British Museum 157.c.28.
Cut out from the Nouveau Mercure Galant, October 1678, engraving and etching. © Trustees of the
British Museum
QUARTER PAGE: FIGURE 2. Young woman in fashionable winter clothes, British Museum
157.c.28. Cut out from the Nouveau Mercure Galant, October 1678, engraving and etching. ©
Trustees of the British Museum
Jeake seems to have first visited London in 1667 aged 15 on what appears to have been a sightseeing
trip with his father.39 The following year he spent six months in London ‘for diversion’ staying with
his aunt and uncle in Southwark. 40 Thereafter he visited London irregularly, some years not going at
all, others going two or three times. His reasons for visiting London varied: in May 1672 he travelled
to London to ‘find a medicine for my eyes’; in May 1682 he went with his wife and mother-in-law
‘for diversion’; other times he went on business. 41 In October 1683 he attempted to move to London
permanently to avoid prosecution for nonconformity but was unable to find any employment there
and so returned to Rye the following May. 42 Whilst in London he stayed with relatives, his aunt and
uncle, Nathaniel and Elizabeth Bonnick, 43 his cousins, apothecary John Jaye and his wife Mary and
tallow chandler John Mackley and his wife Elizabeth. 44 After 1690 Jeake and his wife Elizabeth
usually stayed with his friend and business partner, Thomas Miller, who had moved to London in
1682 to escape religious persecution in Rye. 45 During their trips to London Samuel and Elizabeth
were able to make purchases for themselves, their household and their Rye friends and family. For
example, in 1693 they spent a month in London, Jeake noting in his diary that ‘things fitted very well
for pleasure this journey, but expensive, I furnishing myself with a great deal of clothes, wherein and
with other expenses laid out near £40’.46 In addition to clothes the Jeakes bought a wide variety of
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goods in London, some utilitarian such as hair powder and wash balls, some relatively exotic such as
chocolate and oranges and some highly fashionable such as the ‘Japanned’ furniture which Jeake
bought in 1688.47 As we shall see, when Jeake was in London on his own he was able to pass on
information about the latest fashions in his letters to his wife; Elizabeth did the same for her elderly
mother, Barbara, teenage daughter, Betty, and Rye friends when she was in London for two months in
1701.48 When neither was in London they relied on their London relatives and friends to shop on their
behalf and to tell them what was in fashion and what was not.
‘I THINK A HAT OF THE PRICE YOU WRITE OF WILL BE TOO MEAN FOR YOU’ 49
Jeake provides a relatively unflattering description of his appearance aged 19: he was short, slight in
body, with a pale, possibly angular face, a beaky nose and bad teeth. The man who wrote this
description could hardly be accused of vanity but he does reveal a certain preoccupation with his
appearance. His incipient baldness in his early twenties seems to have caused him some anxiety; a
tiny scrap of paper records the astrological circumstances and consequences of a haircut in 1672,
noting that ‘within two or three days after the curls became more fixed, solid and perceptible than
formerly but by degrees decayed’.50 The smallpox he had experienced as a child did not disfigure his
face but it did damage his eyesight and as an adult he wore spectacles. 51
Jeake’s personal expenditure accounts which survive from January 1674 to January 1680 show that
during this period his cloth, clothing accessories and footwear were mostly being bought locally and
his clothes were being made up by local tailors. 52 His suits were made of serge or stuff, his riding
coat was made of camlet, his shirts were made of dowlas, he wore worsted stockings and cambric
cravats.53 There is not enough detail in the accounts to say much about the cut or style of his clothes
but they seem to have been good quality but modest, in line with contemporary male fashions
(discussed in more detail below) but not especially fashionable. There is also an emphasis on
practicality: in 1676 he spent 1s 10d on a pair of buskins, 3s 6d on two pairs of oiled-skinned drawers
and 5s 6¼d on a linen ‘frock’.54 The countryside surrounding Rye was low-lying salt marshland
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which would have been wet and inhospitable to travellers during winter. 55 Knee-length boots and
waterproofed clothing would have provided Jeake with a degree of protection whether travelling on
foot or on horseback. Possibly he wore his frock when shifting stock around in the warehouse. There
were some signs of sartorial display, however. In 1676 he spent £2 2s 6d on a silver-hilted sword and
in 1679 whilst in London he spent 2s on two pairs of silver-mounted glass buttons, 7s on a velvet cap
and 8s 2d on seven yards of ‘Colbertine’ lace.56
By 1676 Jeake was 23 and looking for a wife which may have heightened his concern about his
appearance. His first two courtships were unsuccessful but in June 1680 he resolved to seek the hand
of Elizabeth Hartshorne (then aged 12 years 8 months) in marriage. This time his suit was accepted;
they were betrothed the next month and married in March 1681. 57 The marriage settlement, agreed
prior to the betrothal, was £1000 in cash (the equivalent of about £85,000 today) together with
Barbara Hartshorne’s house in Middle Street, worth (together with its contents) about £200
(approximately £17,000 today).58 Jeake marked his transition to a man of substance by ordering
himself a fashionable new watch from his cousin, London watchmaker James Wightman.59 On 12
February 1681 James wrote to Jeake saying,
… [I] understand you would have a fashionable watch. That, I would advise you, is a pendulum
watch as we call them which is with a spring under the balance which regulates the work so that it
goes better than one with a balance only. As for the studded carcase, they are still in fashion only
some alteration in the order of them. The price of such a watch will be £7 but if you fix upon such a
one as Mr Smith’s it was a shilling or two under £5 10s. Pray be pleased to send which you please to
have and I shall take extraordinary care in making it …’60
The balance spring (or hair spring) was a spring attached to the balance wheel in mechanical
timepieces to control the speed at which the wheels turned thereby controlling the rate of movement
of the hands and improving the accuracy of the device. Robert Hooke claimed to have come up with
the idea in 1658 and he unsuccessfully sought a patent for it in 1665. When Dutch scientist,
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Christiaan Huygens, claimed it as his own invention in 1675 Hooke protested his priority to the Royal
Society and accused some of its members of leaking his designs to Huygens. The dispute between the
two men became a cause célèbre in scientific circles over the next few years, ensuring that the
invention – whoever’s it was – was brought to watchmakers’ attention. The fact that the balance
spring was so successful in improving timekeeping meant that it was rapidly incorporated into watch
design. The ‘studded carcase’ might have been made of leather, sharkskin or tortoise-shell, decorated
in silver ‘piqué-work’ or studs. 61 In the end the watch cost Jeake £6 15s, which, according to
Wightman, was ‘5s cheaper than I have sold the worst that I have made of these sort’. 62
As an enthusiastic amateur scientist Jeake was no doubt impressed with the watch’s novelty and the
accuracy of its timekeeping. But this was also a fashionable piece of male jewellery, intended for
display. What Jeake needed now was a fashionable new suit to wear it with. This was made for him
by a London tailor, with James Wightman acting as his proxy. The details of the suit are set out in a
letter from Wightman to Jeake which is undated but probably written in April 1681. 63
… [I] have been with my tailor about your suit but find him unwilling to make it except he have
measure sent up or else one of your coats for he says it will not be well made without one of them. If
you send a measure he desires that they that take it may write on it which is the breast and which is
the waist … He tells me that waistcoats are in fashion and they wear them very long … Flowered silk
is little worn but gold and silver striped is much worn … As for the lining he says it will not be
suitable to the rest if you line it with Persian taffeta but it should be a richer silk. Frost button is still
in wear and gold or gold and silver upon sad-coloured cloth which is much worn as also dark greys
are much in wear. The button that is in fashion is a pretty high button with ridges but they do not
wear very well as I am informed but look handsome on a suit. I think a hat of the price you write of
will be too mean for you; I think a beaver would do well and for £3 you may have a good one …64
In the late seventeenth century a ‘suit’ of male clothes consisted of a long-line coat worn over a vest
or waistcoat, and breeches – in essence, a three-piece suit although that is not how it was described by
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contemporaries. This new, English, style had first been worn by Charles II in October 1666,
supposedly in an attempt to promote sartorial stability in a nation whose preference for foreign
fashion was widely viewed as damaging both to trade and morality. 65 To the author of England’s
Vanity the new style had been ‘perhaps the most grave and manlike dress that ever England saw’ but
it ‘had the unhappiness to be brought in too late, and the hard fate to be sent out again too soon …
such an influence has the French pipe to make us caper after them, in all their follies, to our own
dishonour and ruin’.66 Although the three-piece suit continued it did not remain unchanged; subtle
changes in cut and style together with its accessories marked new trends as we can see articulated in
Wightman’s letter.
From 1680 the coat was cut closer to the body with a slight waist emphasis and flared skirt; pockets
were placed a little higher and horizontally. Collarless waistcoats followed the line and length of the
coat – as Wightman noted ‘they wear them very long’.67 Fabric pattern and button style could also
date a suit. In Paris specialist mercers called marchands d’étoffe de soie set new trends each season
for the colour and design of silk fabrics working in partnership with merchants in Lyon, the centre of
France’s silk-making industry. 68 By the 1680s the East India Company was trying to anticipate new
fashions by having samples of silk fabrics made in India and sent to London and Paris for market
testing. Designs that found favour were then mass produced in India and returned to Europe for
sale.69 We see these changes in fashion in the advice from Wightman’s tailor that ‘flowered silk is
little worn but gold and silver striped is much worn’. 70 Which buttons were chosen for Jeake’s new
suit is not recorded but we do know that it was further embellished by a ‘shoulder knot’ – a bunch of
ribbon loops or looped cord worn on the right shoulder. 71
FULL PAGE: FIGURE 3. Undated letter from James Wightman to Samuel Jeake, April 1681, ESRO
Frewen 5047. © East Sussex Record Office
For a hat Wightman recommended ‘beaver’, which was made from felted beaver fur and sheep’s
wool. By the 1680s beaver skins were being imported from New France or Canada by the Hudson
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Bay Company, whose charter had first been granted in 1669. The centre of the English hatting trade
was Southwark with most workshops situated in the area known as ‘the Maze’. 72 Wightman selected
the hatband himself, advising Jeake that ‘I am told a ribbon [for the hat] the same of the shoulder knot
is quite out of wear and this very fashionable’. 73
Jeake’s new suit and hat were dispatched to him by carrier on 28 May 1681, Wightman writing, ‘I
hope all things will fit and please you also, I having done my best endeavour. Pray let me have a line
or two that I may know whether the suit fits for I have a great desire to hear’. With the letter was
enclosed a bill for £21 7s 8d for all the items that Jeake had purchased, including his new watch and
his wedding ring. 74 Sadly there is no letter from Jeake confirming his receipt of the goods or
commenting on his new suit but a positive reception is indicated by a subsequent letter from
Wightman in which he says ‘I am very glad to hear that your suit fits reasonable well’. 75
The story of the suit told in Wightman’s letters ends here but we can imagine the young Jeake
walking through the cobbled streets of Rye wearing it with a fine linen or lace cravat at his neck, a
beaver hat on his head, silk or worsted stockings on his legs, a pair of black square-toed shoes on his
feet, possibly a rapier by his side and his ‘pendulum watch’ in his pocket. 76 The one thing that is hard
to imagine is Jeake’s hair. As we have seen, it began to thin in his twenties. His personal expenditure
accounts of 1674 to 1680 record regular payments for cutting and trimming his hair; in 1681 he was
carrying combs in his pocket which we know because he recorded that they broke when he fell off his
horse.77 This would suggest that he wore his own hair rather than a wig and there is no record of him
purchasing or maintaining one. Whilst wigs were not worn by all men, they were highly fashionable
and he may have cut a somewhat odd appearance in his new clothes without one. 78 Leaving this
possible anomaly aside, it is worth considering how Jeake’s fashionable London suit went down in
provincial Rye. With no comparable information about the clothing of his peers we can only surmise
that it served a purpose in marking him out as a young man on the rise and that it was not viewed as
entirely outlandish. There is little further detailed information about Jeake’s clothes, the odd
reference to clothing purchases in letters and a few references in his business ledger for the period
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1680-1688. We know that he continued to buy clothes in London either in person or by proxy but
what those clothes looked like is unknown.79
FULL PAGE: FIGURE 4. ‘Lord and Lady Clapham’, a pair of fashionably-dressed dolls from the
1690s. Turned, carved, gessoed and painted wood, linen, human hair and net, 1690-1700, Victoria
and Albert Museum, T.847-1974. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London
‘THEY BEGIN TO LEAVE OFF TRAINS FROM ALL THEIR PETTICOATS’80
Like her husband, Elizabeth was extremely concerned to appear fashionable. In a letter to Samuel,
who was then in London, dated 26 January 1686 the eighteen-year old Elizabeth requested that he buy
her a ‘laced coif with a pair of ear knots if worn’, adding ‘the knots they are to be worn with are red,
green and white’. 81 These formed part of the complicated high headdresses known as ‘top knots’ or
‘towers’, much satirised in popular print, that were in fashion from the early 1680s into the early
1700s.82 A ballad of c.1685 observed ‘some misses wear as much ribbon a top/ in this their most
gaudy attire/ as if their head were a milliner’s shop’ and urged young women to forgo the ‘a-la-mode
fashions of London’. 83 These satires also found their way into the decorative arts: a tin-glazed painted
earthenware dish from 1688 in the collection of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge is inscribed with
a ballad ‘The A-la-mode or the Maiden’s Mode Admired and Continued by the Ape, Owl and
Mistress Puss’. It features a lion, an ape and an owl wearing top knots with pinners hanging down the
side of their faces.84 The owl and the ape are also wearing short capes known as night rails. The
ballad’s message is clear: these fashions are associated with vanity, stupidity and sexual misconduct
and as such should be eschewed by respectable women. 85
QUARTER PAGE: FIGURE 5. ‘The A-la-mode or the Maiden’s Mode Admired and Continued by
the Ape, Owl and Mistress Puss’. Tin-glazed Earthenware Dish; English Delftware, 1688,
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, C.1443-1928. © The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
However, the ‘a-la-mode fashions of London’ were exactly what Elizabeth wanted and if she was
unable to buy them for herself on one of her trips to the capital she depended on her husband and
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London friends and family to advise her on the most up-to-date trends and make purchases for her.
Letters from the late 1690s show Samuel shopping on his wife’s behalf with the help and fashion
advice of Elizabeth Miller, wife of his long-time friend and business partner, Thomas Miller.
Jeake frequently communicated Elizabeth Miller’s fashion advice to his wife by letter and she also
wrote directly to Elizabeth, although only one of her letters survives.86 Elizabeth Miller bought at
least some of Elizabeth’s clothing: in a letter to his wife dated 28 October 1697 Jeake told her ‘I
intend to send your coat and things Madam Miller has bought tomorrow per carrier’, adding ‘she will
send you a letter to tell you your coat must be lined …’.87 Jeake had to fit in his wife’s shopping
requests around his business activities, something that on occasion he found onerous. ‘Pray don’t
trouble me with any errands’ he wrote to her on 14 September 1697 and on 15 April 1699 he wrote ‘I
have not had time yet to consider your letters about what you desire to be bought but I shall mind it
next week’.88
In the 1690s a fashionable woman would have been wearing a gown made up of a close-fitting bodice
joined to a full pleated and trained upper petticoat or skirt, open to the front to reveal the under
petticoat. Very long trains were fashionable for upper petticoats, which were often worn hitched up at
the sides to create a bustle effect. Under petticoats were slightly shorter than the skirt of the gown and
were trimmed with three or four tiers of horizontal lace or fringe, or with a single deep flounce at the
hem. Sleeves were short, straight and ended just above the elbow, with ‘ruffles’ or lace or muslin
frills forming cuffs. The bodice might be covered by a stomacher decorated with horizontal rows of
ribbon loops and bows known as ‘echelles’. 89 Mantuas – described by Holme as ‘a kind of loose
garment without and stiff bodies under them’ – had been in fashion since the 1670s, initially worn
over the gown like a night gown (a loose, informal gown rather than a dressing gown). 90 The pale
pink silk damask mantua worn by Lady Clapham, one of pair of dolls from c.1690-1700 now in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, is T-shaped with a sack back and hangs open at the front. 91
Long scarves, sometimes with the ends twisted together and pinned to one side of the bodice (known
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as ‘Steenkirks’) had replaced tippets as fashionable neck-wear. Top knots were worn with the front
hair arranged in curls and sometimes elevated by the use of a ‘palisade’ or wire support. 92
QUARTER PAGE: FIGURE 6. Doll’s mantua, silk damask lined with taffeta, 1690-1700, Victoria
and Albert Museum, T.846E-1974. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
In a letter to his wife dated 25 April 1699 Jeake informed her, ‘Madam Miller says that trains are
worn still with women’s upper petticoats but not so long as formerly. As for fringe she says they
wear them straight but she would not advise you to alter any for they are worn both ways’. In the
same letter he wrote:
Madam Miller desires to know whether the silk you would have drawn with Indian sprigs be for a
mantua or for a lining, for she says if it be for a mantua it will be so very tedious for you to work it
that she would rather advise you to have it painted with lively flowers which shows exceeding well
and may be done for about 15s and will wear very well provided it don’t come too wet, which you will
have no occasion to use it in. 93
Jeake received Elizabeth’s reply dated 27 April (which does not survive) , confirming what she
wanted, and in his next letter to her of 2 May he said ‘your silk is put out to paint and will be done
next week and with your mantua I intend to send your best petticoat being of most value’. 94 Other
items that he had purchased for the Rye household including new shoes, an oven door, hair powder,
six wash balls, a pair of stockings, four pillow cases, one flannel petticoat, a pair of clogs, a cut-out
frock or gown for Bab (Jeake’s eleven-year old niece, Barbara Hartshorne), a green girdle and ‘other
green ribbon’ and three quarters of a yard of anterine, were put aboard a ship to be carried round the
coast to Rye.95 In a post script to this letter Jeake advised: ‘they begin to leave off trains from all their
petticoats’.96
In an undated letter to Elizabeth, probably written in April 1699, Elizabeth Miller wrote:
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… I hope your undercoat will please. It is very modish for this fashion has not been seen before this
winter. It is the size they are all of; if too short the lining must eke it out at top. Those that would
have them warm line them with flannel or serge, others with calico. Mr Jeake thought [you] might
have something at home, old flannel or anything that will layer it out will do well; they are now of this
fashion on purpose to be more without trimming. Pleat it backwards or gather it at top leaving a
broad plain band on the belly … We see a variety of undercoats since the fashion is to pin up the
uppermost like a pedlar which all do that walk the streets.
She also advised Elizabeth on the latest fashions in head and neckwear, commenting:
… the pinner’s headdresses remain still in the same fashion; there is discourse of dressing them high
and narrow as it was formerly but I have not seen it yet. Long muslin neckcloths like to men’s to tie
once about women’s necks with a long scarf or without is now more fashionable than sable tippets
…97
In the summer of 1699 Elizabeth would have been able to receive guests and make social visits in and
around Rye confidant that she was wearing the latest London fashions. Assuming she had taken
Elizabeth Miller’s advice, her upper petticoat would have been pinned up ‘like a pedlar’ to show off
her fringe-trimmed under petticoat and she would have worn it without a train. Perhaps she only wore
her silk mantua indoors to avoid the risk of the hand-painted ‘lively’ flowers being ruined by the rain.
Around her neck she wore a long muslin neck-cloth, maybe a fashionable Steenkirk pinned to one
side of her bodice. Her top knot may have remained relatively low, rather than ‘high and narrow’
since Elizabeth Miller had only been able to tell her that she had heard ‘talk’ of this fashion returning,
rather than seeing it with her own eyes. We know that Elizabeth wore her front hair curled or
‘frizzed’ since she refers to it in a later letter. 98 At her ears may have been a pair of diamond earrings,
on her finger a diamond ring ‘with the three stones and four sparks’ and around her neck her pearl
necklace, all items mentioned in her will of 1736. 99
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Jeake’s letters to his wife together with that of Elizabeth Miller convey a sense of just how fast
fashions changed in the capital. As we have already seen, new patterns in silk fabrics were introduced
every year and were readily taken up by the fashion-conscious: in 1681 the governor of the East India
Company, Sir Josiah Child, noted the ‘general rule that in all flowered silks you change the fashion
and flower every year’ because English ladies would pay twice as much ‘for a new thing not seen in
Europe before’.100 Hairstyles and accessories also underwent seasonal changes: in May 1701 whilst in
London Elizabeth wrote to her elderly mother ‘tell Betty (her daughter, then aged seventeen) her hair
frizzed as mine used to be is the way’.101
The seasonality of glove and fan fashions was something that Jeake found out to his cost. The ban on
the import of French goods in March 1678 crippled his nascent business and left him desperately
scrabbling around for new ventures. 102 On 19 March 1679 he wrote to Richard Pickersgill, an English
agent based in Rouen, asking him whether he was able to supply him with fans, ‘jessamy’ gloves and
‘other things’, in contravention of the ban, presumably hoping that they were sufficiently discrete in
size to escape detection. 103 His letter was delayed, however, and Pickersgill received it only on 1 May.
The goods arrived in Rye on 13 July – 12 dozen gloves, 47 fans and 10 ‘papers’ – and Jeake took
possession of them on 19 July. 104 The delay to Jeake’s initial letter together with the possibly slower
than anticipated arrival of the goods meant that he missed the early summer season – crucial to their
successful sale. As his cousin, Anne Wightman, told him in a letter dated 10 May, ‘… this is the best
time for the sale of them because of Whitsun tide approaching after which they will not be so valuable
…’105 Anne’s interest in the goods was that she had offered to sell for them in London, having ‘some
friends who have occasion for some gloves and fans and other things’. 106 Having missed the London
season Jeake may have decided that it was best to sell them in Rye but in January 1680 he still had a
significant amount of stock on his hands. 107 In March 1680 he sent some of the remaining stock to
Anne but by then they were a year out of date. In a letter to him dated 19 March she wrote:
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… I did send some of my acquaintances to see them as soon as they came into my hands. They would
have been glad to have had them if they had been fashionable; they tell me they were in fashion last
year. They send me some that were now in fashion and they differ from yours …
Moreover, their unfashionability meant that she would be unable to sell them ‘at the Change’ –
probably the Royal Exchange close to her house in Lombard Street ; instead she told Jeake that she
would ‘see at the street shops’ [i.e. she would try to sell them at the street shops].108 In the event –
and with some difficulty – Anne was able to ‘put off the things’ but only ‘with a great deal of loss’. 109
Jeake noted ruefully in his diary, ‘I never sent for any more, finding this trade too full of snares and
temptations to be exercised with good conscience’, perhaps viewing his lack of success as a sign of
God’s displeasure with him in attempting to flout the trading ban. 110
CONCLUSION
With the outbreak of the Nine Years War in 1689 Jeake again lost his trade with France but by then he
was considerably less dependent on the French market, trading additionally in English wool and hops.
War did, however, disrupt his money-lending activities; in 1694 April he recorded in his diary that he
was making only five per cent on his mortgages and bonds ‘upon which I could barely maintain my
family’.111 His solution was to invest in new financial products and institutions emerging in the city –
the Million Lottery and the Bank of England – their creation a response to the Government’s need to
raise revenue to fight the war.112 It was his friend, Thomas Miller, who first told him about ‘the
Million Adventure’ whilst he was in London on other business. It was, as he noted in his diary,
providential that he heard about it first-hand because he had been ‘animated by the example of the
Londoners’; had he heard about it by letter in Rye he may have invested nothing. 113 Nevertheless,
Jeake thought long and hard about the ‘lawfulness’ (i.e. ethics) of investing. To help him clarify his
thoughts he bought and read Thomas Gataker’s Of the Nature and Use of Lots but in the end he
persuaded himself that since it was a ‘civil lot’ and ‘for the necessary support of the Government at
war’ he could invest in it with a good conscience. 114
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Jeake’s response to this new investment opportunity provides an insight into the way that he was able
to reconcile wealth creation and material success with his religious and moral principles. To Jeake
there was nothing wrong with making money provided it was done ethically. His financial success
was a sign of God’s favour, something that had been proved to him by the fact that he had survived
the religious persecution of the late 1670s and 1680s. 115 By extension, his material goods – whether
clothing or household furnishings – were part of God’s blessing. In his statement about being
‘animated by the example of the Londoners’ we also see the influence that the fast-moving and
innovatory city had on him. Possibly he found provincial Rye rather staid; had he been successful in
finding employment in London in 1683 he may never have returned.
Samuel and Elizabeth Jeake undoubtedly used their fashionable London clothing as a means of
displaying their social status in Rye. But it could also be argued that – with Samuel at least – it
reflected a progressive attitude to conspicuous consumption, something which has been shown to be a
characteristic of the commercial and dealing trades in this period.116 As we have seen, contemporary
authors typically presented the English obsession with fashion in wholly negative terms: it was
imitative, morally corrupting and economically damaging. But there were a few dissenting voices
who claimed that, far from being an economic drain on the nation, clothing consumption generated
wealth. Not only did it encourage men to work hard so that they could afford the things they wanted
but it also sustained and enhanced the various branches of the clothing industry. 117 John Houghton,
the author of England’s Great Happiness of 1677 argued that to reject the material rewards of surplus
wealth was to refuse ‘to enjoy those blessings providence has heaped upon you’.118 This is a
sentiment with which Jeake would have agreed.
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